
Gold Class’s Newsletter
Dear Parents/Carers,

Welcome back, we hope you have had a lovely Easter.

This term our roleplay areas are a Healthy Snack Café and
Jack’s House. We would like to make these experiences as real as
possible for the children, therefore we would be grateful for any
donations of real fruit, vegetables, seeds, flowers, gardening tools
and items for our allotment.

In Phonics we will be splitting into three phonics groups: Phase 2+, 3 and 4; your
child’s group will already be written in their contact book. Please continue to support
your child’s learning at home by revisiting the focus sounds on the homework letter
each week. It is really important that your child applies the correct grapheme or tricky
word when segmenting and writing independently.

In Maths we will begin the term by revisiting patterns, linking these to colour and the
Jack and the Beanstalk story. During the term we will focus on counting on and
backward when adding and subtracting single digit numbers past 10. We will also be
learning how to estimate and group items.

In Literacy we will continue to learn how to describe, using describing words in our
sentences to make them more interesting. The children will be encouraged to
remember to use finger spaces and apply the spellings they have been taught.

This term our theme is ‘In the Garden’. We will be
learning about how to care for caterpillars, grow plants

and name minibeasts. We will begin our theme with Jack
and the Beanstalk and then read The Very Hungry

Caterpillar.

Shh… our caterpillars will be arriving this week. For our
Stunning Start we will be observing caterpillars and

watching the different stages of growth until they turn
into a butterfly. Today the children have planted beans,
it is their responsibility to keep their bean alive in order
for it to grow, the surviving beans will be sent home at

the end of term.



Throughout the term we will be keeping a caterpillar to butterfly diary, where we will
observe and write all of the changes. Please encourage independent writing at home
and encourage your child to write the sounds they can hear and not copy sentences
an adult has written. You may like to provide scaffolded lines if your child needs
these and remind them to use spellings and digraphs that they have learned.

Characteristics of Effective Learning.
We will focus on:

- Persevering Parrot

- Creative Chamelon

- Exploring Elephant

Congratulations to Gold Class, they have worked extremely hard during teacher
directed time and challenge time and have so far collected 23 gems. The children
are working hard to get to 30 gems to receive their next class treat and have
expressed that they would like to go to the park or maybe have a dress up day. We
will let you know when they achieve this and what they vote on.

PE - Our new PE day is on a Thursday. Please make sure all earrings are removed
and hair is tied up. Please make sure all PE and school clothing is labelled with your
child’s name or initials.

We are starting our ‘Mile a Day’ from Term 5. Leading on from the colour run, the
children will run a mile a day or for 15 minutes, whatever comes first. This will
promote health, fitness and wellbeing.

Reminders
 Please remember to bring in a bottle of water every day.
 As the weather gets hotter please remember to bring a hat and apply sun cream

before school. During extreme hot weather, you may send named sun cream to
school in your child’s book bag. Please note that we do not apply sun cream on
children so please teach your child how to do this and ensure they are well
covered before school and have appropriate clothing.

Important Dates
- Forest School for Gold and Silver Class is on Thursday 25th April. Please note

Gold Class’s Forest School inspired session will be in the afternoon therefore your
child needs to come into school wearing their uniform and bring appropriate
outdoor clothing to school to change into.

- The Stay and Play Session this term will be on Tuesday 30th April 2:15-2:45. We
will introduce the letter families and how to form different letters correctly.

- Class photos are on Tuesday 7th May.

- Non-school uniform day Friday 24th May for NSPCC.

We look forward to a great term.

Miss Robb, Miss Pole and Mrs Brooker


